
 

College Painters Peterborough 

Advantage College Painters 

The Advantage team would like to welcome ALEX DRAKE to our growing team of qualified 

house painters! Alex with his partner Ashley will be running student painter operations in 

Abbotsford, and Chilliwack British Columbia. Alex brings with him 3 years of painting experience 

under one of our largest full time operators between his studies. Stay tuned for an updated list 

of all of our College Painter Operators in the coming weeks! Similar to the business model of 

our professional painting division, our college painter or student painting division is composed 

of a small number of handpicked operators. 

By keeping our numbers exclusive we keep quality at an extremely high level, and only have 

university and college students operating who live by our values. We recognize there are many 

jobs in the painting industry that when properly trained, students can handle, and in the case of 

our operators, handle very well. 

All of our student painters are full time university of college students and run full time painting 

businesses with Advantage in the summer to help offset the tuition. All of our operators learn 

from our professional painters, and receive tremendous support over the summer. We have 

qualified student operators fully trained to take on a variety of painting services. We are 

confident in our student painters ability to take on a wide array of jobs, and promise the 

highest quality painting of any of the student painting companies. 

By choosing to take on far less operators then many of our competitors we have far more 

control over the final product, ensuring a superior job and happy customers throughout the 

summer!   



Our student division also covers a huge area including anything within 2 hours of: the entire 

Greater Toronto Area, Oakville, Barrie extending throughout the Muskokas and cottage country 

to Peterborough and the Kawarthas as far as Minden and Haliburton, and even as far east as 

Kanata, Nepean and Ottawa, and now Abbotsford, British Columbia! 

Advantage House Painters Inc 

Our full time division is composed of a number of experienced painting professionals who all 

ran their own painting businesses prior to joining together, and creating Advantage House 

Painters Inc.  As a result we are now able to cover even more territory, and can pull from our 

various operators when tight deadlines or large painting projects arise.  

   

The beauty of Advantage House Painters Inc. is although we are now a larger company and can 

produce work just about anywhere within 3 hours of the Greater Toronto Area, and 2 hours 

within Ottawa, we are still a small company at heart. The Advantage business model is simple 

to ensure we continue to make our customers extremely happy. We have a small group of 

operators all running businesses with anywhere from 4-8 employees. By keeping our number of 

operators exclusive we ensure everyone operates with the same core values and continue to 

provide quality service at fair prices. Overall, our operators have a very hands-on approach to 

limit confusion that can occur when too many middlemen exist. 

Condo Painting 

We have a team that focuses almost exclusively painting in 

condominiums. Condo painting is not drastically different then most 

interior painting but there are inherent difficulties when working in 

condo buildings. From using the service elevator to get equipment to 

the 30th floor to working out parking arrangements in buildings 

where there is limited access to parking our team has the experience 

to make sure your condo gets painted efficiently and properly the first time. 

For more information please visit http://www.housepainterscanada.ca 

http://www.housepainterscanada.ca/

